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IN 1920 THE U.S. GOVERNMENT INSTITUTED THE PALMER 
RAIDS.1 Attorney General Alexander Palmer and his assistant, J. 
Edgar Hoover, put together 400,000 index cards with information 
about radicals, progressives, and labor union activists.  This index 
system was used to carry out these raids, crushing the growing 
activism and protests against U.S. involvement in World War I, 
international imperialism and finance capital. 
 
By 1960, Hoover, now head of the FBI, had amassed another 
400,000 files on activists by talking to people's neighbors, writing 
down license plates, and hiding in the bushes and taking pictures 
as people attended organizing meetings or just went about their 
daily lives. That data was used to arm McCarthyism and the right 
wing in the late fifties and the early sixties, leading directly to the 
crackdowns against the civil rights movement and the anti-Vietnam War movements. 
 
The government does not need index cards or paper fi les anymore. It has surveillance cameras and 
license plate readers to track the whereabouts of its citizens, Shotspotter microphones to listen in on our 
conversations, and software to track and record all of  our online activity. The NSA has developed electronics 
to record everyone’s cellphone, computer, and Internet communications.  It can listen to your conversations 
in the privacy of your own home or in the street. If you and your neighbor are having a conversation, other 
than perhaps by smoke signals, about organizing a protest, a labor union – or dropping your kids to soccer 
practice - the government has the ability to listen in. 
 
Many have forgotten the lessons of the past and have ignored the power of this new 
technology. Over the last several years, Oakland and the Port of Oakland have begun creating a Domain 
Awareness Center with funding from the Department of Homeland Security. This Center, as originally 
proposed, was to have integrated surveillance across all of Oakland, including at schools and public housing, 
pulling in feeds from traffic cameras and private businesses. The plan included monitoring social media, 
access to license plate recognition data, purchasing records, and more. 
On March 4, 2014, responding to the outcry from numerous community groups, the Oakland City Council 
considered a proposal to eliminate the Domain Awareness Center (DAC). Dan Siegel testified in favor of its 
elimination (beginning his testimony with “Just say NO!”), and the vast majority of those in attendance agreed. 
However, the Council decided instead to restrict – temporarily – the scope of the DAC to the Port of Oakland, 
its immediate surroundings, and citywide 911 event reports.    
 
Oakland has won only a brief reprieve from the worst abuses of DAC surveillance technology.  
Hours after the vote Mayor Quan and City Council President Kernighan began steps to revive the original 
proposals. Edward Snowden’s revelations and multiple investigations into the misuse of technology by police  
departments make it clear that no privacy policy can stand against the desire of secretive agencies to use and 
abuse spy tools.  Dan Siegel believes that the only way to insure that Oakland residents’ civil liberties are being 
protected is to eliminate the DAC entirely and put into place strong prohibitions against Oakland’s police and 
other government agencies from deploying mass surveillance technology in Oakland without court orders and 
strict Fourth Amendment protections. 
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As long as the DAC exists, there is always the possibil ity that its capabilit ies will be extended 
into Oakland proper. Furthermore, restricting surveillance to the Port does nothing to protect the First and 
Fourth Amendment rights of Port labor union members and Port protesters.  The DAC must be eliminated, not 
simply leashed. 
 
But removing the Domain Awareness Center from Oakland and the Port of Oakland is not 
enough. Nationally there are 78 Fusion centers  (establishments similar to the DAC), with more being planned.  
Government surveillance, ineffective at best and intrusive and oppressive of our civil liberties at worst, is 
gobbling up more and more of our country’s resources – resources which should be devoted to education, 
health care and housing. 
 
Oakland’s police are acquiring technology whose uses are of questionable constitutionality 
and for which no publicly debated or agreed upon policies exist.  OPD possesses a suite of 
automatic license plate readers which have been creating a huge database of license plate, owner, location 
and timestamp data spanning years. Nominally used to detect stolen vehicles, storing the data is of no use for 
that purpose, yet it remains, and is being fed to federal data collection centers such as the NICRIC Fusion 
Center in San Francisco. 
 
Recently we learned that Oakland Police either have purchased or have access to a device known as a 
Stingray. This device “impersonates” a cell phone tower, redirecting cell traffic from a tower to itself, recording 
and analyzing call data and text messages while  noting cell phone locations.  This mass, warrantless 
surveillance of Oakland’s residents, which has been going on since at least 2007, must stop. 
 
In August 2013, during the Trayvon Martin protests, OPD targeted for arrest and equipment seizure the lone 
private photographer recording the freeway demonstration. Six months later OPD decided to film Oakland 
residents in the audience at the February 18 City Council meeting at which the DAC was being debated.  These 
incidents are nothing less than the “chilling effect” Supreme Court Justices such as William Brennan have 
warned us about, intimidating the press from doing its job and the public from speaking out. 
 
Dan Siegel believes that the police exist to protect our l ives, our property and our 
constitutional rights.  Intelligence gathering directed against law-abiding people must end and, in a Siegel 
administration – it will. 
 
Oakland should become a Surveillance Free Zone, much like it is already a Nuclear Free 
Zone. Companies that produce devices of mass surveillance should be restricted from doing business with 
the City of Oakland.  
 
The following privacy rights and prohibitions against surveillance should be enacted by the 
Oakland City Council: 

• The right to non-interference with cell phone or other types of communication by everyone in 
Oakland at all times. 

• A prohibition against mass monitoring of cell phone or other types of communication; no monitoring 
by anyone in Oakland of private electronic communication without a warrant. 

• A prohibition against computerized, algorithmic monitoring of social media by any City of Oakland 
employee, organization or contracting company. 

• The right to move around Oakland without personal location data being recorded, including but not 
limited to: 

o No storage of automatic license plate reader data by any City agency, except when a hit is 
registered indicating a potentially stolen vehicle or one involved in a crime. 

o No computerized recording of license plate information by private organizations within the 
boundaries of Oakland. 



o No use of facial or gait recognition software, or similar yet-to-be invented technologies. 
 

• The right not to be subject to audio or video surveillance by any City employee at rallies, protests and 
other free speech activities without probable cause or as the result of direct interaction with police 
officers wearing body cameras. 

• The right of a person to be told about data collected by City employees about that individual, unless 
collected as a result of a criminal investigation and then disclosed as required under the criminal law. 

• The right of organizations not to be infiltrated by agents, paid or unpaid, of the Oakland Police or of 
the City of Oakland without probable cause of criminal activity. 

• A personal right of action against City employees for violations of these provisions. 
 
The California Constitution includes an explicit right to privacy (Article 1, Section 1), in addition to 
the protections afforded everyone by the U.S. Constitution. As a civil rights attorney for 40 years, Dan Siegel 
has seen these rights abused time and again by our governments, federal, state and local.  It is time to put 
privacy back into our lives at the local level and to push at the state and national levels for a return to 
constitutional principles so that the next Edward Snowden will have nothing shocking to reveal. 
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